Significant enhancement of compositional and superconducting homogeneity in Ti rather than Ta-doped Nb$_3$Sn
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Nb$_3$Sn wires are now very close to their final optimization but despite its classical nature, detailed understanding of the role of Ta and Ti doping in the A15 is not fully understood. Long thought to be essentially equivalent in their influence on $H_{c2}$, they were interchangeably applied. Here we show that Ti produces significantly more homogeneous chemical and superconducting properties. Despite Ta-doped samples having a slightly higher $T_c$ onset in zero-field, they always have a wider $T_c$-distribution. In particular, whereas the Ta-doped A15 has a $T_c$-distribution extending from 18 down to 5-6 K (the lowest expected $T_c$ for the binary A15 phase), the Ti-doped samples have no A15 phase with $T_c$ below $\sim$12 K. The much narrower $T_c$ distribution in the Ti-doped samples has a positive effect on their in-field $T_c$-distribution too, leading to an extrapolated $\mu_0H_{c2}(0)$ 2 Tesla larger than the Ta-doped one. Ti-doping also appears to be very homogeneous even when the Sn content is reduced in order to inhibit breakdown of the diffusion barriers in very high $J_c$ conductors. The enhanced homogeneity of the Ti-doped samples appears to result from its assistance of rapid diffusion of Sn into the filaments and by its incorporation into the A15 phase interchangeably with Sn on the Sn sites of the A15 phase.
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Application of large quantities of Nb₃Sn conductors first for ITER¹ and now for the High Luminosity upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)² has motivated major recent R&D and raised multiple questions about how best to optimize the superconducting strand,³ especially with respect to balancing the conflicting requirements of small hysteretic loss, high critical current density (\(J_c\)) and a high residual resistance ratio (RRR) in the Cu stabilizer.⁴ However, few recent studies have investigated the fundamental properties of the A15 phase in these newer wires, which has a composition range with \(T_c\) varying from 18 K (stoichiometric) to 6 K on the Sn-poor (18at.%Sn) side of the binary. Controlling this composition range is crucial to optimizing Nb₃Sn properties. The classical nature of Nb₃Sn implies broadly well-known properties.⁵,⁶ For example the very similar effect of Ti and Ta in enhancing \(H_{c2}\) was clearly shown many years ago by Suenaga et al.,⁷ who also noticed a slight increase of \(T_c\) upon doping that was greater for Ta. Ta, Ti or Ti+Ta doping are now standard for enhancing the in-field performance.⁸ However, for a long time Ti and Ta were both thought to substitute on the Nb site, but more recent studies suggested that Ti can substitute on the Sn site.⁹,¹⁰ A comparison of the in-field physical and compositional properties of Ti and Ta-doped A15 phase in the most modern, highest-\(J_c\) wires taking into account these factors has not been performed yet. Maintaining a high RRR in the Cu stabilizer is crucial but frequently in conflict with the need to obtain the largest possible quantity of high quality (i.e. homogeneous A15 close to the stoichiometric composition to give it the highest \(T_c\)) A15 phase. Finding a compromise heat treatment (HT) allows sufficient Sn diffusion for the formation of A15 phase with high Sn content without jeopardizing the Nb (or Nb alloy) diffusion barrier (DB) integrity while avoiding the grain growth that degrades the pinning properties.¹¹ An alternative approach is to reduce the Sn fraction (i.e. increase the Nb:Sn ratio) in the wire, as recently introduced into their design by Oxford Superconducting Technology (OST),¹² to avoid reacting through the DB but potentially sacrificing A15 quality. Here we will investigate 1) subtle but important differences between Ti and Ta doping that show that they are not equivalent and 2) an important insensitivity to Nb:Sn ratio that can greatly benefit RRR while avoiding a significant penalty in A15 properties.

In this paper we compare the properties of three recent small sub-element high-\(J_c\) Nb₁₋ₓSnₓ Restacked-Rod-Process (RRP®) wires manufactured by OST: two wires are Ti-doped but with different Nb:Sn ratios (3.4:1 and 3.6:1 for Ti-doped Standard-Sn “Ti-stdSn” and for Ti-doped Reduced-Sn “Ti-redSn” samples, respectively, including the DB)¹², whereas the third wire is Ta-doped with standard Sn amount (“Ta-stdSn”). All samples

| TABLE I Physical and material properties of the studied RRP® wires |
|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|
|                        | Ti-stdSn⁶               | Ti-redSn               | Ta-stdSn⁶               |
| Billet                 | 14895FE                | 14896FE                | 12879                  |
| Doping                 | Ti                     | Ti                     | Ta                     |
| Sn content             | Standard Sn            | 5% less Sn             | Standard Sn            |
| Heat treatment         | 662°C/48h              | 662°C/48h              | 665°C/48h              |
| \(J_c(12T), \text{ A/mm}^2\) | 3035                   | 2927                   | 2952                   |
| \(\mu_0H_K, \text{ T}\) | 25.45                  | 25.47                  | 23.84                  |
| RRR                    | 36                     | 181                    | 106                    |

⁶ Not optimized heat treatment.
have the same wire architecture (108/127 stack design, 0.778 mm wire diameter, ~50 µm sub-element diameter, 0.2 Cu:Nb local area ratio). Each RRP® sub-element is made of Nb rods dispersed in a Cu matrix surrounding a Sn-rich core and assembled in a Cu-clad Nb DB. In the case of Ta-doping, Nb-7.5wt.%Ta (4 at.%Ta) replaces Nb in both the DB and the rods. In the Ti-doped case, some Nb-47 wt.%Ti (Nb-Ti) rods are evenly distributed in the rod pack. The Sn content is changed by varying the diameter of the Sn-core in the sub-element center: in Ti-redSn the Sn-core is ~5% smaller by volume than in the standard design. During the initial 210°C/48h+400°C/48h HT, Sn diffuses into the filament pack (with Cu counter-diffusing into the core), whereas the final A15 phase-formation high-temperature HT is performed at 662-665°C/48h. The principal properties are summarized in TABLE I. Despite its reduced Sn-content, Ti-redSn has a only 3.6% lower than Ti-stdSn (2930 versus 3035 A/mm² at 12 T) and an identical irreversibility field at 4.2 K as determined by Kramer extrapolation (µ₀HK ~ 25.5 T). The most important difference is in the residual resistivity ratio (RRR): the performed HT is too aggressive for Ti-stdSn, producing a much suppressed RRR (36) due to Sn diffusion through the DB, whereas Ti-redSn has an optimal RRR of 181. Ta-stdSn has a slightly larger than Ti-redSn (2950 A/mm²), RRR still larger than 100 but its irreversibility field is significantly reduced (µ₀HK ~ 23.8 T). To understand what induces these differences we performed microscopic analysis in a Zeiss 1540 Crossbeam® Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) using metallographically

![Figure 1 FESEM-BSE images and qualitative (brighter=higher atomic composition) maps [Nb(L), Sn(L), Cu(L), Ti(K) or Ta(M)] obtained by FESEM–EDS for Ti-stdSn (top 5 images) and Ta-stdSn (lower 5 images) RRP® wires. The white arrows indicate high Ti regions in the Ti-stdSn wire.](image_url)
polished transverse cross-sections. Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) was performed at 15 kV using standardless analysis (EDAX TEAM V3-4) with an EDAX Apollo XP SDD detector. To determine the intrinsic superconducting properties, specific heat characterization of the wires was performed up to ∼15 T in a Quantum Design 16 T physical property measurement system (PPMS).

Fig.1 compares the SEM images and EDS maps of Ti-stdSn and Ta-stdSn across the A15 layer. Ti-stdSn appears remarkably uniform with no obvious variation in the Sn composition across the layer. The most notable features are some residual Cu regions and a few high Ti regions at the original Nb-Ti filament locations. Ta-stdSn has noticeably more Sn and Ta compositional fluctuations: the Ta-map shows a clear honeycomb structure corresponding to the original filament structure all across the A15 layer and this is also seen, but to a less marked extent, in the Sn-map. Apart from the DB thickness, no obvious difference was found between the two Ti-wires. At higher magnification (Fig.2) the chemical maps for Ti-redSn confirm the Sn uniformity and reveal that the residual Ti is mainly present in the Ti sources furthest from the core, whereas the inner Ti sources are significantly Ti-depleted with Cu counter-diffusing in its place. Interestingly a high Ti content was detected at each filament center, normally the most Sn-poor A15 regions.

In order to quantify the A15 layer Sn gradient we performed EDS measurements of local Sn at the approximate centers of each filament. Fig. 3(a) shows that the Sn content varies from ∼25% near the core to 22-22.5% near the DB without significant sample-to-sample difference. Considering the pseudobinary A15 phase and taking into account the different doping sites for Ti and Ta (Nb₁₋ₓ(Sn₁₋ₓTiₓ), and (Nb₁₋ₓTaₓ)₁₋ₓSnₓ),⁹ we found that the Nb/ Sn+Ti ratio for Ti-stdSn and Ti-redSn varies from ∼2.8 to ∼3.2 with a wide central region of the layer close to the stoichiometric value, 3 (Fig.3(b)). In

---

Figure 2 FESEM-BSE images (top 2 images) and qualitative (brighter=higher atomic composition) maps [Nb(L), Sn(L), Cu(L), Ti(K)] obtained by FESEM–EDS for Ti-redSn RRP® wire (lower 4 images).
contrast, for Ta-stdSn the Nb+Ta/Sn ratio changes from ~3 near the core to ~3.5 at the DB with the central region distinctly Sn-poor at ~3.3. In the center of the A15-layer the average Nb is 75.5-75.6at.% for the Ti-doped strands and 73.1% for Ta-stdSn, consistent with Ti sitting on Sn site.

The $T_c$-distribution determined by specific heat allows an independent estimate of the phase homogeneity. The $T_c$-distribution of the A15 phase alone, $f_{A15}$, and its integral, $F_{A15}$, were determined by the two-phase model developed in ref. 15 following an approach similar to that described in ref. 16. This model a priori excludes the Nb contribution, allowing the estimation of the A15 $T_c$-distribution above and also below the Nb transition. Fig.4 reveals that, despite Ta-stdSn having a $T_c$ onset ~0.5 K higher than the Ti-doped samples, its transition is broader, generating suppressed peak intensity in the $T_c$-distribution. Remarkably there are no significant differences between Ti-stdSn and Ti-redSn. In the inset, the integral $F_{A15}$ clearly shows that Ta-stdSn has A15 phase with $T_c$ as low as 5.5-6 K, whereas neither Ti-doped samples have A15 phase with $T_c$ below ~12 K.

The in-field $T_c$-distributions were studied up to ~15 T by analyzing the specific heat curves as done for the zero-field data. For clarity the in-field $T_c$-
distributions reported in Fig.5 are vertically shifted proportionally to the applied field. Fig.5(a) shows that in-field too there are no significant differences between Ti-stdSn and Ti-redSn. However, comparing Ti and Ta doping [Fig.5(b)] reveals that the Ta-stdSn peak intensity is smaller at every field and that the higher $T_c$ onset advantage of Ta at zero-field rapidly disappears in increasing field. For instance, at $\sim$15 T, the majority of the $T_c$-distribution for Ta-stdSn is about 0.4 K lower in temperature than for Ti-stdSn. The Ta/Ti differences are clearly visible in the in-field FA15 curves (e.g. upper inset of Figure 6). From these we estimate that Ti-stdSn and Ti-redSn still have about 50-51% of the A15 phase in the superconducting state at $\sim$15 T, whereas in Ta-stdSn it is only 42%.

To better estimate the differences in the in-field performance we calculated the temperature dependence of $H_{c2}$ from the 90% criterion of the FA15 curves (Fig.6). The Ti-doped samples show essentially identical $H_{c2}$ curves, whereas Ta-stdSn has an obviously lower $H_{c2}(T)$. WHH extrapolation\(^{17}\) to 0 K determines that the Ti-doped samples reach a $\mu_0H_{c2}$ of 29.3-29.5 T, whereas Ta-stdSn has $\mu_0H_{c2} \sim 27.5$ T, about 2 Tesla lower. The $\mu_0H_{c2}$ crossover between Ti and Ta doping occurs at about $\sim$5.0-5.5 T.

In considering the broader implications of these results, we note first that the micro-chemical analysis
(Fig.1) reveals that the Ti-doped wires produce a significantly more uniform A15 phase than does Ta-doping, in which a filament-scale honeycomb inhomogeneity is visible in both Sn and Ta maps. This kind of high-Sn, low-Ta ring structure was already observed in the larger sub-element size 54/61 Ta-doped RRP® wires, suggesting that it is intrinsic to Ta-doped strands: either Ta slows Sn diffusion into the filament centers or alternatively Ti promotes Sn diffusion producing the more homogenous distribution of Sn into the Ti-doped filaments. Interesting also is the high Ti content at the center of each filament (Fig.2) despite the Ti sources being sparsely distributed in the filament pack: this denotes a high Ti-diffusivity that strongly enhances the A15 phase homogeneity and encourages a Nb/Sn+Ti ratio close to 3. Comparing the Nb/Sn+Ti and Nb+Ta/Sn ratios (Fig.3b) Ta-stdSn has a ratio of 3.3 in the central region of the layer implying a significant Sn deficiency and degraded superconducting performance.

There are distinct differences in the breadth of the $T_c$-distribution in Ti and Ta-doped wires (Fig.4) demonstrating how wide the range of composition is even in high-performance Ta-doped wires. The non-equilibrium nature of the A15 reaction is made clear by the observation of A15 $T_c$-distribution down to $\sim 6$ K, which is the lowest expected $T_c$ for Sn-poor A15 (<18.5%Sn). In contrast, neither of the Ti-doped wires have a superconducting phase with $T_c$ below $\sim 12$ K, indicating that Ti significantly improves the phase homogeneity with respect to Ta. Comparing the Ta results obtained here with the ones previously measured on the 54/61 Ta-doped RRP® wires heat treated over a wide temperature range (the data reported there were reanalyzed with the two-phase model), we found that the similarly heat treated 54/61 (665°C/50h) has a broad transition and superconducting phase with $T_c$ down to $\sim 6$ K comparable to the present 108/127 Ta-stdSn. Moreover we verified that, in order to obtain a flat $T_c$-distribution below 12 K that is similar to the Ti-doped samples, the Ta-doped 54/61 has to be heat treated at 750 °C for 96 hours, a temperature which is impractical for applications because of the substantial RRR degradation and reduced vortex pinning produced by significant A15 grain growth.

High magnetic fields accentuate even small property changes. The similar $T_c$-distributions at every field for Ti-stdSn and Ti-redSn [Fig.5(a)] prove their substantially identical A15 phase homogeneity, despite their different Nb:Sn ratios. In contrast the stronger in-field degradation of the $T_c$-distribution for Ta-stdSn [Fig.5(b)] implies that Ta-doped A15 is more field dependent than the Ti-doped wire. The suppressed $H_{c2}$ estimated in Ta-stdSn could arise from either inferior intrinsic (low $H_{c2}$) or extrinsic material properties (low density of pinning centers). However the 2 T smaller $H_{c2}(0K)$ extrapolation determined by specific heat for Ta-stdSn establishes that its inferior field performance is mainly related to its lower $H_{c2}$. 
In conclusion, we show that reduced Sn content in RRP® wires, introduced to mitigate RRR degradation, surprisingly does not affect A15 phase quality nor substantially change its in-field performance, making this variant preferable for magnet applications. We have also found that Ti-doped wires have substantially more homogeneous $T_c$-distribution, even in fields up to 15 T. The origin of this greater homogeneity appears to be rapid diffusion of Ti during the wire HT and its capability to substitute on the Sn site. When the A15 layer compositions in the Ti and Ta-doped wires are assessed by their Nb/Sn+Ti and Nb+Ta/Sn ratios, the Ti-doped layers are much closer to stoichiometry, consistent with their much better $T_c$-distributions. Although all three wires have $J_c(12T,4.2K)\sim 2980\pm 50$ A/mm$^2$, the 2 T larger $H_{c2}$ of the Ti-doped wires means that they will be favored for higher field use.
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